
'I would like to say to you MANY THANKS again. What you do for kids, it's wonderful.' 
 

'Mary Hare was again vibrant with the signature VacStuds energy, enthusiasm and talent. It was a 
real pleasure for me to come back for a visit and I couldn't stop myself from going native again.' 

"Vacstuds has given me once more one of the best months of my life, giving me at the same time the 
opportunity of growing up and of gaining experience" 

"This has been the best month of my life" 
 

"Thank you for giving me the chance to be a prefect, an opportunity that helped me grow 
as a person and as a leader" 

"I never thought that in just one month we could create relationships as strong as the ones I have 
now with the people I met at Vacstuds" 

"For me, what started as a month to improve my English ended with being the month in 
which I improved myself." 

"I had a great time and enjoyed mixing with people from all over the world." 
 

"He made so many new friends, learned new sports, grown more confident - and learned a whole lot 
more English! It was the experience of a lifetime for him, and he has no greater wish than to return 
next summer!" 

"It's the best thing to do in my life" 
 

"You manage to create this very special atmosphere that they want to stay in for more than four 
weeks." 

"Truly days I'll remember all my life!" 
 

"Vacstuds is much more than an English course" 
 

"Thank you for, in my view, making the best place on earth, Vacational Studies" 
 

"I can't imagine being without the experiences, friends and challenges I have faced at VacStuds" 
 

"Helping other children understand and feel the magic of VacStuds truly is a rewarding feeling" 
 

"I got to know myself better, and I've discovered potentialities that I thought I would have 
never had" 

 
"Vacational Studies has been such an amazing learning process for me about leadership as a prefect” 
 
“I really can’t find the words to describe the atmosphere.  Everybody is just so open and really 
interested in each other.” 

  
“This month has definitely been the best in our lives.  We’ve learned a lot from the other students and 
our English took a jump forward.” 
 


